
Grade   3   Learning   from   Home:   Week   3   Tuesday   28th   April   2020  
Here   is   your   learning   to   complete   whilst   you   are   at   home   today.  
If   you   have   any   questions   please   feel   free   to   send   your   teacher  

an   email   via   Compass.   Have   a   wonderful   day.  
 
Tick   o�   each   activity   once   you   have   finished   them:  
❏ READING  
❏ WRITING  
❏ NUMERACY  
❏ PERSONAL   &   SOCIAL  

 

Reading   -    Maximum   20   Minutes.    Independent   Reading:    30   Minutes    

Focus    Language   features   -   strong   adjectives   

Learning   intention    To   identify   strong   adjectives   in   a   text   
Adjectives    are   describing   words   
Strong   adjectives   -    are   still   describing   words   but   are   more   powerful,   these   enhance   the  
meaning   of   a   text   by   either   making   it   more   persuasive,   informative   or   enjoyable.   

 

Success   Criteria    I   can:  
❏ identify   adjectives   in   a   piece   of   writing   
❏ explain   how   adjectives   enhance   the   meaning   of   the   text   

Activity    1. Read   the   text:    Doge   are   the   best   pets   
2. Underline   or   circle   the   adjectives   you   find   
3. Replace   these   adjectives   with   some   strong   adjectives   by   writing   these   above   the   text  

or   writing   them   down   on   a   piece   of   paper.  
4. Complete   your   30   minutes   of   independent   reading   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
For   example   
 
 

Change    best    to  
greatest.   

 
New   sentence   would  
be...   
I   think   that   dogs   are  
the   greatest   pet   of   all  
time.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resource   The   above   text:    Dogs   are   the   best   pets   will   be   attached   on   compass   
 

 

Writing   -     Maximum   30   Minutes  

Focus    Draft  

Learning   Intention    To   draft   my   persuasive   text.   

Success   Criteria    I   can:  
❏ Use   my   plan   to   help   me   write   my   draft  
❏ Write   a   detailed   draft  

Activity    1. Using   the   plan   created   in   yesterday's   lesson,   begin   writing   your   draft.   
2. Make   sure   you   are   following   the   structure   of   a   persuasive   text   by   presenting   your  

writing   in   the   following   way:  

              



Reminder   of   the   week:    Remember   to   include   punctuation   and   capital   letters   by   rereading  
your   work   aloud.   

 
 

Numeracy   -     Maximum   30   -   40    Minutes  
This   lesson   will   be   on   WEBEX   at   11:30AM.   Please   don't   complete   until   after   our   WEBEX   meeting.   Thank   you!    

Focus    Ordering   and   comparing   numbers   

Learning   Intention    To   compare   and   order   4   digit   numbers.  

Success   Criteria    I   can:  
❏ Compare   numbers   
❏ Identify   numbers   that   are   smaller   or   larger   
❏ Order   numbers   using   my   knowledge   of   place   value   

Activity    Warm   up:   
Place   these   numbers   in   order   from   smallest   to   largest   

3843,   2082,   3876,   2501  
 

8974,   9879,   9872,   9329  
 
You   are   going   on   a   scavenger   hunt   in   your   home!   You   will   be   required   to   find   some   basic  
items   around   your   house   that   have   numbers   on   them.   Using   those   numbers   you   will   need   to  
create   a   four-digit   number.  
 
You   can   use   anything   that   you   find   to   create   your    four-digit    numbers,   such   as   

- Barcodes   on   items   around   the   house  
- Telephone   numbers   
- Expiry   dates   on   products   around   the   house  

 

 
In   the   example   above   you   will   see   I   have   chosen   the   barcode   numbers   on   a   packet   of  
Sakata   crackers.    Remember   we   only   want   4   digits    so   I   have   only   used   the   first   4   numbers  
on   the   barcode   

 
 
Once   you   have   found   or   created    at   least   five     4   digit    numbers    you   need   to   then   place   your  
numbers   in   order   from   smallest   to   largest.   



 
Optional   challenge   

Add   100   more   and   100   less   to   the   following   numbers   
7083  
6984  
3982  
1072  

 

 
 

Personal   and   Social   -    Maximum   45   Minutes  

Focus    Controlling   our   emotions  

Learning   Intention    To   identify   ways   to   control   our   emotions  

Success   Criteria    I   can:  
 

❏ Identify   situations   that   make   me   angry  
❏ Identify   techniques   that   can   help   me   when   I   am   angry  

Activity    What   sort   of   things   do   people   do   when   they   lose   control   of   their   anger?  
Sometimes   when   we   feel   very   angry,   we   may   feel   like   doing   or   saying   something   that   will  
hurt   someone   else.   Little   children   may   sometimes   throw   tantrums   and   scream   or   hit   or   even  
bite   people.   As   we   get   older   we   learn   to   control   the   way   we   behave   when   we   feel   angry   so  
that   we   don’t   do   this.  

Write   down   3   things   that   might   make   you   angry.  
For   example:   when   my   little   sister   tries   to   draw   on   my   books  

Now,   see   the   attachment   called:   10   techniques   for   controlling   anger,   attached   on   Compass  
for   you.   Have   a   go   at   practicing   some   of   these   techniques   on   your   own   or   with   someone   at  
home.  

After   having   a   practice   at   some   of   these   techniques,   pick   3   of   the   techniques   that   you   think  
you   could   use   to   help   calm   you   down   next   time   to   get   angry   and   write   them   down  

Resource  

 

 


